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“The response to climate change must be based on 

sound science, not on speculation or theory.  We 

should not rush to judgment before all the facts are 

in.  There is too much uncertainty and too much that 

we do not know about climate change.  It would be 

irresponsible to undertake measures to reduce 

emissions, which could carry high economic costs, 

until we know that these are warranted.”



Decisions under uncertainty



Examples of decisions under 

uncertainty

Lots of

uncertainty
No uncertainty

Convict someone of a crime and send 

them to prison

“beyond a reasonable doubt”



Potential Errors

Convict an innocent 

person
Acquit a guilty person

Worse outcome

biased against



Examples of decisions under 

uncertainty

Lots of

uncertainty
No uncertainty

Find for the plaintiff in a civil trial



Potential Errors

Find errantly for the 

plaintiff

Find errantly for the 

defendant

Neither is viewed as “worse”



Examples of decisions under 

uncertainty

Lots of

uncertainty
No uncertainty

Find for the plaintiff in a civil trial

“preponderance of evidence”



Examples of decisions under 

uncertainty

Lots of

uncertainty
No uncertainty

Should we head off a terrorist threat?





Examples of decisions under 

uncertainty

Lots of

uncertainty
No uncertainty

Should we head off a terrorist threat?

If there was even a 1% chance of terrorists getting a 
weapon of mass destruction ... the United States 

must now act as if it were a certainty.  Dick Cheney 
(The One Percent Doctrine, Suskind, 2006)



Convict a defendant in 

a criminal trial

Bias towards 

non-action

Find for plaintiff in a 

civil trial
No bias

Head off terrorist threat Bias towards action



Our choices:

• We must be certain that 

climate change is going 

to be catastrophic before 

we take action to head 

off climate change

• If there’s even a 1% 

chance of catastrophic 

harm occurring because 

of climate change, we 

must act now as if it 

were a certainty

NORMATIVE CHOICE



Potential Errors

Greenhouse gas 

emissions reduction 

program  implemented, 

but climate change 

minor

Greenhouse gas 

emissions not reduced, 

but climate change 

severe

Unnecessary 

expenditures hurt 

economy

Climate change 

wreaks havoc



Potential Errors

Greenhouse gas 

emissions reduction 

program  implemented, 

but climate change 

minor

Greenhouse gas 

emissions not reduced, 

but climate change 

severe

Reversible Irreversible



Potential Errors

Greenhouse gas 

emissions reduction 

program  implemented, 

but climate change 

minor

Greenhouse gas 

emissions not reduced, 

but climate change 

severe

Worse outcome

biased against

My opinion: we should bias in favor of action



Examples of decisions under 

uncertainty

Lots of

uncertainty
No uncertainty

To implement a mitigation program 

to avert climate change

We should take action

if there’s even a 1% chance

We must be certain



Examples of decisions under 

uncertainty

Lots of

uncertainty
No uncertainty

To implement a mitigation program 

to avert climate change



• The scientific debate remains open.  Voters believe that there is no 

consensus about global warming within the scientific community.  

Should the public come to believe that the scientific issues are settled, 

their views about global warming will change accordingly.  Therefore, 

you need to continue to make the lack of scientific certainty a primary 

issue in the debate  … The scientific debate is closing [against us] 

but not yet closed.  There is still a window of opportunity to 

challenge the science.”

24

Luntz memo



Ad that ran in the NYT, March 2008



Ad that ran in the NYT, March 2008



http://www.sunlightscam.com/sunscare.html

Don’t trust the sunscreen industry’s front groups for advice on skin cancer. Their sole interest is in adding profits to the 

sunscreen industry’s bottom line, not protecting your health.
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sunscreen industry’s bottom line, not protecting your health.



Conclusions
• Science is one of the most successful social 

activities of the last few hundred years

• Arguing “uncertainty” is a tactic to draw the 
debate into gridlock

• sounds reasonable and scientific, but isn’t

• “corruption” is a new twist

• Tobacco, global warming, tanning


